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1. IrrrRaXJCTlm 

In 1985 a cooperation started between the Chinese Wind Energy Development 

Center (CWEDC) and CWO. In August 1985 a letter of intent was signed by 

both parties during Paul Smulders' visit to China on the occasion of the 

ICSWEA conference. 

The first phase of this cooperation consists of a research project. i.e. 

measurements on a full scale CWO 2000 water pumping windmill in the large 

(12 m x 16 m) low speed windtunnel of the Chinese Aerodynamical Research 

and Development Center (CARDC). This institute takes part in the CWEDC. 

During 1986 both sides (CWEDC and CWO) started with the preparations of the 

project. Mid 1986 Paul Smulders [lJ wrote a technical proposal in which he 

gave a detailed description of a measuring program. 

The proposed measuring program contained: 

measurements on rotor characteristics 

measurements on aerodynamic characteristics of components: tower. vane. 

arm 

measurements on the safety system (stationary and dynamical) 

- performance measurements. 

This proposal was discussed during the visit of a CWEDC delegation to the 

Netherlands in August 1987. Head of this delegation was Mr. He Dexin. 

director of CARDC and vice-president of CWEDC. 

In Rome at the EWEC 86 conference the final agreements were made on the way 

the tests should be executed. A full scale CWO 2000 including pump and 

complete water circuit was to be tested in the windtunnel. A CWO 5000 rotor 

model of 2 m diameter would be incorporated in the tests. Meanwhile these 

tests have actually taken place in the period from September 1 to 

September 15 in the CARDC-windtunnel in Mianyang Sichuan province in China. 
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Paul Smulders and Hans Cleijne have attended the testing programme for CWO. 

They both attended the measurements and the discussions afterwards. while 

Hans Cleijne arrived one week earlier to help preparing the experiments. 

In part A of this report we give a description of the preparations prior to 

the windtunnel experiments; an overview of the conducted experiments and we 

draw some preliminary conclusions regarding the tests. In part B we make 

some general remarks on the organization and future cooperation with CWEDC. 

This part is in Dutch. 

Already it can be said that the cooperation has been very pleasant. We are 

of the opinion that the measurements have taken place in a very 

professional and friendly atmosphere. 

This report is not meant as a detailed technical report as CARDC and CWO 

have agreed that CARDC staff will take care of that. 

After the measurements had been finished time was left for discussions on 

future cooperation between CWEDC and CWO. A brief description of these 

discussions is given in part B. These discussions have resulted in a letter 

of intent which is reprinted in Annex 4. Hospitality in China has been 

great; The housing was perfect. the food excellent. We were offered several 

delicious banquets. excursions. visits. etc. In chapter 4 we give a. again, 

brief overview of this pleasant part of the trip. 
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2. PREPARATlm5 

2.1. The test models 

Actual preparations started with the manufacturing of two test models: a 

2 m diameter model of the CWO 5000 rotor. and a full scale model of the 

CWO 2000 water pumping windmill. including safety system. tower and pump. 

The CWO 2000 test .adel 

The manufacturing of the CWO 2000 was subcontracted to Ad van der Nat. 

former member of CWOITUE. The CWO 2000 was made according to drawings 

860BIA with the following modifications: 

a flat mounting strip for the hinged side vane was used replaced the one 

used previously. 

- pump rod guide. 

These modifications were made anticipating the next review, which has been 

carried through meanwhile. 

All parts were newly made except for the rotor. It was decided to use a 

rotor already available at the CWOITUE test site. where it had become 

superfluous. For two reasons this decision must be regretted afterwards: it 

gave the people at CARDC the impression that the CWO 2000 model had not 

been made uniquely for the tests and moreover they regarded the complete 

wind pump as a used one. In fact. the rotor was damaged and had to be 

repaired and repainted. prior to the tests. However. the most important 

reason for regret lies in the fact that this rotor was not made according 

to the specifications. Measurements in China showed that actual blade 

setting angles differed about 7 degrees from the specifications. 



The Oft) 5000 test -.odel 

The drawings of the 2 m diameter CWO 5000 were made by Paul Kompier. The 

model was manufactured in the workshop of the Laboratory of Heat and Mass 

Transfer at TUE by Anton Huisman. Measurements of significant dimensions 

showed that the model was made within specifications. 

In February 1981 both models were ready for shipment to China, where they 

arrived on June 18th. Internal transport in China caused long delay. 

Originally it was planned the models would be transported by train. As this 

showed to be impossible. eventually the models were transported to Mianyang 

by truck, a distance over 2000 Ion. The models arrived at CARDe around 

August 20. 

2.2. Transducers 

CARDC-staff prepared the basic experimental set up. CWO prepared two angle 

transducers. for measurement of the yaw angle between head and tower and 

the angle between vane and the vertical. The transducers were based on 

Bournes linear potentiometers, selected for their high linearity 0.5% (1% 

linearity equals 3.6 degrees). These angle transducers have performed well 

during the measurements. 

At CARDe's request. CWO bought four pressure transducers. Requirements for 

these pressure transducers were quite high as they were to be used for 

measurements in the range from 0-1.5 mbar. .CARDC uses these pressure 

transducers for windtunnel corrections. necessary when models are tested in 

the windtunnel under high angles of attack or in the case of a rotor model 

where a high wake blockage of the tunnel is to be expected. 

After careful selection we have bought four Druck transducers including 

power supply and amplifiers with the following specifications: 0.5% 

linearity. 0.2% hysteresis or zero drift. 0-1.0 mbar full scale. CWO has 
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given these pressure transducers as a contribution to the research program 

to CARDe. 

Because normal handling seemed too big a risk for the vulnerable 

transducers we took them along in the cabin during flight. 

At the security check everything had to be unpacked because the transducers 

showed a remarkable resemblance with explosive devices under X-ray check. 

2.3. Other preparations 

2.3.1 Studies 

In the months prior to the tests we have studied several topics: 

A. General topics related to wind tunnel testing: windtunnel techniques, 

measuring methods, instrumentation such as pressure transducers, wind 

velocity meters, force and moment balances, etc. [4]. 

For two reasons we have put extra effort in studying wind tunnel blockage 

corrections [5, 6]: 

1) CARDe is very active in this field. 

2) The subject is important in testing rotors in windtunnels. 

B. Characteristics of CWO 2000: design parameters, design philosophy, 

previously performed windtunnel measurements, field experiences. etc. 

For these studies we collected a number of reports. containing the 

aforementioned information. which we took along to ChIna (see annex 6). 

Although representIng considerable weight they have shown to be of great 

help. On our return we left them behind at CARDe. 

C. General information: we read some general information on China: travel 

reports [7. 8] KIT landeninformatie. travel guides. CARDC leaflets. 

2.3.2 Presentations 

To prevent that we would be surprised by requests for lectures we gathered 

useful material for presentations, such as videos: Twente video on safety 

system behaviour; TUE presentation and a video on Holland & Wind Energy 
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(PEOM). We completed this material with more recent information and slides. 

We received very nice booklets containing general information on Holland 

(in Chinese!) from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. These booklets were 

very much appreciated in China. 

2.3.3. Gifts 

Of course we bought some gifts: Dutch gin, paper model kits for bUilding a 

traditional windmill. 
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By the end of August all preparations, were ready and the test models had 

arrived at CARne. The tests were planned for the first week of September. 

On August 28 Hans Cleijne departed for Beijing via Hongkong. From Amsterdam 

to Hongkong it takes 15 hours flying ,with a' direct f11ght of Cathay 

Pacific. In Hongkong there is a change of flight to Beijing. The 

reservation for Beijing showed to be invalid but the Civil Aviation 

Administration of China (CAAC) offered an alternative flight with stop over 

Tianjin. The arrival time of this flight was even two hours earlier than 

originally planned. Invalid reservations is a problem in China. There were 

severe problems with Paul Smulders' return flight reconfirmation which were 
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eventually solved by a helpful CAAC manager. 

At the airport Mr. long and Mr. Shi Pengfei had come to welcome and to 

escort me to the hotel. Before leaving for Mianyang. Sichuan which is in 

Central China. CWEDC had reserved one day for sightseeing. We payed visits 

to the Imperial Palace. the Great Wall and Wind Power Test Station at 

8adaling and the Ming Tombs. In Beijing we spent some time making 

arrangements with the customs regarding the pressure transducers. 

CWEDC had planned September 1st for the airtravel to Chengdu (capital of 

Sichuan) and next the travel by car to CARDe. This ride took about 4 hours. 

driving pitch-dark roads. with bicycle riders, who carry no lights suddenly 

popping up from the darkness. We arrived at CARDe at about 2 o'clock am. 

where the entire CARDe low speed staff was present to give a very warm 

welcome. After the welcome it was time to fill the empty stomach with a 

delicious supper. 

3.2. CARDC-institute 

The follOWing phrases are quoted from the brochure "A Survey of CARDe". 

"China Aerodynamics Research & Development Center (CARDC) , situated in 

Mianyang, Sichuan province. is a national establishment for research and 

test of aerodynamics. CARDe was formed in 1976. by reorganizing some 

aerodynamics research institutes. according to the blueprint conceived in 

sixties by well-known aerodynamicists - Prof. Tsien. H.S. and Prof. Kuo. 

Y .H., to meet the need of the development of aerospace and the national 

economy. 

CARDe is under the leadership of the State Commission of Science. 

Technology and Industry for National Defence. The principal mission of 

CARDe is to conduct aerodynamic tests, theoretical and applied aerodynamic 

researches for aeronautical and astronautical vehicles and wind 
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engineering; to provide scientific achievements for the departments 

developing vehicles and other departments of the national economy; and to 

undertake the research and design of aerodynamic test facilities. Under 

CARDC there are five research institutes and a factory. They are 

Computational Aerodynamics Institute, low Speed Aerodynamics Institute. 

High Speed Aerodynamics lnsti tute. Hypervelocity Aerodynamics Institute. 

FaciH ty Design & Instrumentation Institute and Special Equipment 

Manufacturer. 

CARDC has completed a cluster of windtunnels: 4 m x 3 m and 8 m x 6 m low 

speed windtunnels. 0.6 m x 0.6 m and 1.2 m x 1.2 m trisonic windtunnels. 

D 0.5 m 4> hypersonic windtunnel. D 0.6 m 4> and 2 m shocktunnels. 

ablationtunnels. low-density windtunnel. arc heaters and ballistic ranges. 

etc. They are all designed and built by ourselves. Since the forming of 

CARDC. it has made important contributions to the cause of aerospace and 

the national economic construction. 

CARDC now has over 1,700 staffs. among them more than 400 professors. 

senior research engineers and research engineers. CARDC has also a 

post-graduate department for training high-level research personnel. 

The library in CARDC houses a collection of over 700.000 volumes and more 

than 2.000 domestic and foreign periodicals. "ACTA AERODYNAMICA SINICA" and 

other publications are published. CARDC can get access to DIALOG 

Information Retrieval Systems of America for information online retrieval. 

CARDC is very interested in promoting interna.tional academic exchanges. 

Since 1976. several tens of batches of renowned scholars and experts from 

more than 10 countries have come to visit CARDC and give lectures. About 

100 professors and engineers have visited dozens of countries for advanced 

studies. international academic conferences and short period researches. 

Some agreements or memoranda for technical cooperation have also been 

signed with several foreign organizations. 
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Now CARDC is marching forward with developing spirit along the proper road 

integrating theory with experiment to develop the cause of aerodynamics and 

to meet the challenge of the new technical revolution allover the world." 

During our stay we were guests of CARDC's low speed institute. The low 

speed institute is located in the countryside. Mianyang is the nearest city 

at a 50 km distance. 

The surrounding ricefields and mountains provide a beautiful view, but make 

the infrastructure far from ideal. Cables, international mail must be 

carried to Mianyang in order to be sent abroad (2 hours driving). 

The low speed institute itself is equipped very well. Remarkably good wind 

tunnels, well-trained personnel, good instrumentations, etc. On the 

premises there is a five rooms hotel for housing guests. A housekeeper and 

a cook (who made delicious dishes) made us feel priviliged. 

3.3. The 12 • x 16 • windtunnel 

The CWO 2000 has been tested in the 12 m x 16 m test section of the low 

speed large windtunnel. In fig. 2 a sketch is given of this tunnel. 

) 
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The CARDC low speed large windtunnel is a nonreturn suction tunnel. Three 

fans of 6 m diameter each with a total maximum power of 7 MW pull air 

through the two tandem test sections. In an unblocked tunnel the maximum 

speed is 25 ms- 1 in the 12 m x 16 m section and 100 ms- 1 for the 8 m x 6 m 

test section. 

3.4. The testing program 

The testing program was based on Paul Smulders' proposal s [1, 2J . CARDC 

elaborated these proposals into a detailed pretest report and a test 

execution scheme. The pretest report gives an overview of CWO 2000's main 

characteristics; it defines important parameters, describes in detail the 

measuring procedures and the testing program. 

During the first week (September 1 to September 5) we discussed the program 

in detail and assembled the models for the tests. 

3.".1. First meek: discussions and preparations 

We spent the first two days in discussing the measuring program using the 

pretest report as guide. In annex 1 the pretest report is reprinted. 

In general we agreed with the program as suggested except for some minor 

modifications. 
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In table 1 we have summarized the testing program. 

No. Name Measurement 
values 

Test conditions 

t Rotor 

characteristic 
test 

X ,Y ,Z,M ,M , VI = 7 mls o 0 0 xo yo 

2 #2 rotor M ,n, I, V zo 
performance 
test 

3. Support X • Y .Z.M , o 0 0 xo 
system test 

4. Tower loads M M yo' zo 
test 

5. Tower & tail 
vane loads tests 

6. Tower & rotor X , Y • Z ,M , o 0 0 xo 
& tail vane M yo·Mzo·~·r 
loads test 

7. Full model Q.~.r 

working 
performance 
test 

7a. Performance 
test with 
fixed head 

8. Dynamic t,~,r,n 

measurements 

1 - 3 Rotor characteristics 
4 - 6 Components test 
7 - 8 Complete wind pump test 

~D=O,15.30.45,60.75.85 

repeated ~°=o,30.45 

V1=7m1s 

~ =0,15,30.45.60,75.90 
repeated ~ =0.45,90 

Vt =2.3.4.5.6,7 

V1=3,3.5.4.4.5.5,5.5,6,7, 

8,10.12.14.16 (mls) 

repeated U1=5.7,10(mls) 

V1=7,8 mls 

The tests were divided into 3 different classes. 

A) Rotor characteristics and performance testing. 

B) Testing of components. 

C) Full scale testing involving a water circuit: 

- performance testing 

Run Remarks 
number 

10 

2 
fixed vane 

1 rotor free 

rotation 

13 

3 

- dynamic measurements with respect to the safety and control mechanism. 
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Tests 1 and 2 

Wi th respect to the rotor characteristics and performance testing there 

were no unclarities. CARne has performed many of these tests before and has 

gained a lot of experience in this field. The rotor was loaded by means of 

an electric generator coupled to the rotor via a gear box. Moments and 

forces were measured with a 6-component balance. which CARne developed in 

the past. 

We agreed on three modifications on the original program. i.e.: 

- The rotor characteristics were to be measured upto larger yaw angles. 

The angle where the rotor stops, would be logged. 

- Moments and forces will be given in body coordinates. 

More general: all forces will be given in Newtons. 

Test 3 

In the tests the rotor and load were supported by a CARDC tower. This test 

was proposed in order to measure the influence of the supporting tower, the 

generator. gear box, etc. 

The measurement of wall pressures. which are measured in order to correct 

for blockage. fit also in this category. 

Test ... and 5 

The CWO 2000 with and without tall vane and without rotor is mounted on a 

6-component balance. Forces and moments on the tower base are measured. 

These tests are made for different angles'of attack. 
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Test 6 

In test 6 this procedure is repeated. except that in this case the rotor is 

mounted on the main shaft. The head is free to yaw and the rotor is 

unloaded. Again forces and moments on the tower base are measured. but this 

time also yaw angle. vane angle and rotational speeds are monitored. 

Test 1. 1a 

After test 6 the balances were removed from the windtunnel. the tower was 

mounted on the tunnel floor and the CWO 67 S pump was installed. Through a 

hole in the tunnel floor the wind pump pumped water from a big vessel to a 

vessel mounted in the tower. 

From the discussion it became clear that CARDC was unfamiliare with this 

kind of testing. We explained general characteristics of windmills driving 

piston pumps; also the hysteresis effect was discussed. 

After these discussions we modified the original program in two ways: 

There would be a series of measurements for increasing wind speeds as 

well as for decreasing wind speeds in order to determine the hysteresis 

region. At low wind speeds. wind speeds were increased and decreased 

with 0.5 ms- 1 steps. 

One test run would be made with a fixed head (rotor perpendicular to the 

wind) in order to exclude the influence of the control system. 

Flow. head. rotational speed. yaw angle and vane position were recorded. 

Test 8 dynuiic .aasure.ents 

We decided to conduct two almost similar tests. In both cases the rotor was 

held perpendicular to the wind. At t=<> we released the head and recorded 

the windmills behaviour. In one case we prevented the rotor from rotating. 

in the other case the rotor rotated at a steady pace at time t=<>. 
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Preparation of the .adels 

After the discussions we inspected the models. The CWO 5000 rotor model and 

the CWO 2000 were complete; no parts were missing. The CWO 2000 rotor was 

lightly damaged. i.e. the blade edges were slightly bent at some spots. 

Moreover. the rotor was rusted. During the preparation week CARDC flattened 

the blade edges and repainted the rotor. 

Also we checked the blade angle settings of both rotor with help of a large 

flat table. The CWO 5000 rotor showed to be okay, while the CWO 2000 showed 

a big difference between the actual blade setting angles and the drawings. 

In table 2 we give the angle setting for the CWO 2000 rotor. 

-pt ft -ij' i 
I 

1 '~ 2# 3# 

a 0 
1 2S-4 29-3 28-0 

0. .t 
0 lS·8 20·1 15·8 

Table 2 blade acting angles. 

I 4# 5 # I 
29-0 2S-0 

19· 1 17·6 

# II lade naber 
I 6 

~si9n value 

Q'213~.O I 
29 

18 '6!23'0 l 

This placed us in a dilemma. After the arrival of Paul Smulders we 

discussed the issue and decided to pursue the tests as programmed (without 

making changes to the rotor). In a later stadium it is possible to test the 

rotor with the correct blade setting angles at CARDC. 
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3 ..... 2. Second 1IJf!ek 

During the second week 7/9-1219 the windtunnel tests and some additional 

tests have been made. 

Due to the limited availability of electricity the windtunnel run hours are 

from 10 am until 6 pm. The spare time is used for the preparation of the 

models and check procedures concerning the instruments. 

During the tests we have set some new records. It was the first time a 

water pumping windmill was ever tested full scale in a windtunnel. During 

the five test days a total of ~3 test runs were made with a total running 

time of 579 min. At a rate of 120 yuan a minute. the total cost would have 

been 60000 yuan. The longest run (without interruption) was the measurement 

of the performance curve which took 80 minutes. This was the longest run 

CARDe has ever made. 

Rotor characteristics 

Prior to the measurement of rotor characteristics there was a so-called 

"shake down" run, in which every instrument was checked seperately and 

during a windtunnel run. This shake down run was OK. The measurement of 

rotor characterics proceeded smoothly and the accuracy and repeatibility of 

the tests was high. 

Some preliminary data: 

cwo 2000 

CPmax = 0.3~ 

c,. = 0.93 

"d = 1.6 

CQ•O = 0.136 

cwo 5000 

CPmax = O.~ 

c,. = 0.72 

"d = 1.8 

CQ,O = 0.128 

Especially the c,. for the CWO 2000 seemed rather high at the time. so the 

wind speed was checked and double-checked using different transducers. The 
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final results will be presented in the technical report. In separate tests 

the influence of the tunnel walls and the measuring tower were determined. 

These effects were rather small. 

Tower test 

The test showed that the drag and pitch moment measured at the tower's foot 

is nearly independent of the flow direction. The drag coefficient: 

ex ~ 0.3. The pitching moment coefficient mz ~ 1.0. 

The reference area for these coefficients is the rotor area. while the 

reference length equals the rotor radius. 

Full scale tests on CWO 2000 

After the components test the CWO 2000 was assembled and mounted on the 

windtunnel floor. 

The CWO 67 S pump was mounted in the tower. Before installation we checked 

the pump and noticed there were problems with the rubber parts. The rubber 

cylinder sealings had been made too big i.e. blocking a part of the in and 

outlet. The hole in the middle of the valve rubbers was made too narrow as 

well. which kept the valve from moving. Once the mounted material was 

removed the valves moved freely. 

lines of 10 em diameter were used as. suction and delivery line. Suction 

height was only one meter. The water was lifted from a vessel in the 

basement of the windtunnel. In order to obtain a total lifting height of 

about 7 m an overflow was mounted in the tower. After being lifted the 

water flowed back through a standard watermeter. which was read during two 

minutes in order to attain a sufficiently high accuracy. 

The CWO 2000 was tested in winds with a speed upto 14 mls. In these tests 

it showed a remarkably stable behaviour. The safety and control system kept 

the rotor upwind for wind speeds lower than 6-7 mls. For higher wind speeds 
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the rotor started yawing giving the rotor an almost constant rotational 

speed. 

The vane arm showed a lIght up and down oscillation at a 7 mls wind speed. 

This vibration disappeared at higher wind speeds. Maximum rotor speed: 

2.2 rps. 

The maximum overall efficiency of the total machine was 0.166 which is 

rather low. The reason for this low efficiency is not clear yet. Clearly 

the low efficiency was caused by the pump. 

The rotor started at a wind speed of 6.5 mls. which equals the value of the 

windmill when there would be no starting orifice. 

After the windtunnel tests the pump was inspected and the important 

dimensions were measured. Moreover we made some additional tests to check 

whether there was excessive leakage or whether the leakhole was too small. 

Results of these tests will be reported in the final report. 

The dynamical tests showed that the CWO 2000 behaves stably when suddenly 

exposed to a wind of 7 mls. At a steady rate the rotors yaws out of the 

Wind. the rotational speeds not exceeding 3 ipS. 

3.5. Transfer of knowledge 

During our stay we have given 4 lectures: 

Paul Smulders: A Centrifugal Pump Matched With a Wind Rotor. 

Hans Cleijne: General Introduction to CWO 2000 and CWO 5000 and Previous 

Experience with Field and Laboratory Tests. 

Hans Cleijne: On Design of the Safety System of CWO 5000 Windmill + 

presentation of UT-video. 

Hans Cleijne: General information on Holland and the Technical 

University Eindhoven + video. 
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Because we showed interest in the following subjects CAROC organized 

introductions to: 

- The Wall Pressure Signature Method for Wall interference Correction by 

Mr. Jiang Guiqing and 

The Box-Type Strain Gauge Balance by Mr. Wang Yin Ying. 

Related reports were exchanged. 

3.6. Reporting 

CARDC staff will prepare an extensive technical report on the measurements, 

which were made at CAROC's 12 m x 16 m windtunnel. The first draft was 

ready for comment in January 1988, as agreed upon. 

We will comment this draft and send our comments to China by the end of 

* March. The report will be finished by CARDC-staff and will become 

available in April or May. 

After the technical report will be finished CWO will prepare three articles 

and will offer them for publication in the appropriate journals. The 

subjects of the article, which were agreed upon are the following: 

1. Rotor tests 

2. Safety systems 

3. Total system. 

Note: comments were sent in 1988. 
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.... an. TIJRAl ACTIVITIES 

Mr. Feng Wei Dong. officer of international affaires of CARDC has put a lot 

of effort in making our stay at CARDC as pleasant as possible. Very nice 

were the excursions he organized for the Sunday day off. 

Visit to Dou Tuan mountain. poet's Li Bai hometown. 

- Shopping in Mianyang. visit to a silk factory. 

After the tests were finished. we moved to Chengdu. waiting for our 

airplane to Beijing and finishing the discussions on our future 

cooperation. The discussions were diversified with visits to the Chengdu 

zoo (famous for its Panda bears) and beautiful spots like the Big Buddha. 

Emei Mountain (20 monasteries), Qing irrigation works. 

Except for these more or less touristic spots. Mr. Feng has accompanied us 

on our visits to local farmers. villages, rice cutting and was very helpful 

in giving translations and explanations. 

On several occasions we were offered delicious banquets e.g. the author's 

birthday, completed with fire crackers and Chinese presents; a banquet on 

the occasion of our departure and on some more occasions. 

When the tests were finished we have offered a drink to the complete crew, 

who had taken part in the testing to celebrate the successful cooperation. 

This evening ended with dancing and singing traditional songs like 

"Sinterklaas kapoentje" and "Zie ginds komt de stoomboot". 

Finally. after we had returned to Beijing we visited a show performed by 

the People' s Liberation Army. which was appreciated a lot by the high 

ranked militaries who were present. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

This test is the first program of cooperation project be

tween China Aerodynamic Research and Development Center (CARDe) 

and Consultancy Services Wind !nergy Developing Countries (CWO), 

The Netherlands. The purpose of the test is to determine the 

aerodynamic characteristics of the CWD-2000 rotor, working per

formance of the windpump and the aerodynamic forces of the main 

parts, etc. 

The rotor diameter of the CWD-2000 is 2m. It has 6 blades 

and the height of the tower is 6.5m. The test will be conducted 

in the 12mx16m test section of the Large Low-Speed Wind Tunnel 

of CARDe Low-Speed Aerodynamic Research Institute. 

2.0 SYMBOL 

X Drag 
0 

k balance axes system 
g 

Y Lift 
0 

k balance axes system 
g 

Z Side force 
0 

k balance axes system 
g 

M Rolling moment xo k .m balance axes system 
g 

H Yawing moment yo k .m balance axes.sys~em 
g 

M Pitching moment zo k .m balance axes system 
g .~ y,.111 

Tyo 
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Controlling speed of wind tunnel 

Yawing angle of rotor 

Flow rate 

Deflection angle of vane 

Efficiency of rotor 

,~ Tip speed ratio 

Radius of rotor 

Drag 

Lift 

Ii I dc' f 0 rc e 

i(olling moment 

'1.1 \J I ng mome n t 

!'ltching moment 

~o:~tlonal angular speed of rotor 

: v!'\.u:-dc pressure 

~~;llng moment coefficient 

')w:ng moment coefficient 

; ::rhlng moment coefficient 

:1"1( (.odficicnt 

;~~ forc~ coefficient 

,I!: co('rCicient 

• .'llln~ mom('nt • 
t 

• 
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m/s 

deg. 

litre/minute 

deg 

m 

k 
g 

k 
g 

k 
g 

k .m 
g 

k • m 
g 

k .m 
g 

radiam/s 

k .m 
g 

k .11'1 
g 

k .m 
g 

wind axis 

wind axis 

wind axis 

body axis 

body axis 

body axis 

body axis 

body axis 

body axis 

wind axis 

wind axis 

wind axis 

wind axis 

wind axis 

wind axis 



m Pitching moment coefficient wind axis 
z 

P Power w 

n Rotational speed of rotor rpm 

V Corrected wind speed m/ s c 

t Time s 

3.0 MODEL 

The model used in the test is a full-scalI model of the 

CWD-2000 windmill. The wind rotor is made of 6 galvanized steel 

blades with fixed pitch, the diameter of rotor is 2m. Its ho

rizontal axis is kept in up wind position by balance of side 

vane and excentric rotor. The height of tower is 6.5m. Over

speed control and protection from gale by yawing activated by 

exentric rotor and hinged side vane system. The windpump has 

been designed to drive directly crank mechanism and to make a 

pistom pump water. The diameter of pump is 6Smm, and when the 

average speed is 3.Sm/s and lift is Sm, the windpump can pump 

v water of 25m~ The circumstance of structure see Fig. 1. The 

main design'parameters of the CWD-2000 are as follows: 

Area swept by the rotor 

Cut in wind speed 

Working wind speed 

Rated wind speed 

Survival wind speed 

Tip speed ratio 

r The coefficient of the capacity of windpump 
1 

y 
1 

Total weight 
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2 
3.14m 

2.50 m/s 

3.00 m/s . . 
6.00 mts 

40.00 mts 

1.30 

0.30 

150.00 k 
g 
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Fig.1 THe Installing Scheme of Windpump 

Parts Testing in W.T. 
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The rated rotational speed is 87rpm, rated power iC1w, 

maximum rotational speed of free load 160 rpm when wind speed 

is 8m/s. 

4.0 INSTRUMENTATIONS 

4.1 Wind tunnel 

The test will be conducted in the CARDC Large Low Speed Wind 

Tunnel, which is an open circuit with two tandem closed test 

sections. The first one is 12m wide, 16m high and 25m long, the 

second one is 8m wide, 6m high and 15m long. The test will be 

conducted in the first test section. The maximum wind speed in 

the empty test section reachs 25m/s, and the test speed ranges 

from 3 to 16m/s. 

4.2 Balances 

During this test 2 box-type balances will be used: one of 

them is TH1002, .used for determining the forces and moments on 

the rotor; the other one is TH1602, which is used for determin

ing the aerodynamic loads of the main parts. The main parame

eers of the balances are seen in table 1: 

Ta'ble 1 

item Load range External from 

size (mm) 

Parameter Y
kg 

X
kg Zkg M 

zkgm 
M . 

xkgm 
M ykgm 

length width high 

THI002 340 50 30 85 15 15 340 100 80 

Balances 140 t; 20 
--

TH1602 1000 250 200 ISO 60 60 400 160 160 
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,;;.~\.-. _''''" .. ~L_ t... 1 "" •• .;...!~ ~ • ~ 0 . '_ <. -..M. • \. , 

4.3 FTFY-22 DC_generator 

It will be used for absorbing the energy of the rotor in 

rotor characteristic test, the main parameters are as tollows: 

Voltage 

Current 

Power 

Rotational speed 

42 V 

6 A 

250 w 

360 rpm 

The maximum rotarional speed can be 550 rpm for a short time 

operation within half an hour and the power is 400w. 

4.4 Increase speed gear box 

The gear box is straight gear closed first-driven. the ratio 

of increase speed is 4.5; it is used for increasing the speed of 

wind rotor and matchinb with the working rotational speed of 

motor; the diameter of input shaft (fixed wind rotor) is 25mm, 

the material is 45# steel. 

4.5 Instrumentation 

* JC-l11 data logger (+20mv, 20 input channels) 

,~ DJS 131 computer system (32k) 

- Precise DC voltage-stabilized source 

* AC voltage reguler (220v, 50Hz) 

-:, "sc i llograph 

* Light-electric measurement device 

* Operation-control console 

* L'ight-electric measurement device 

* Laser rotational speed measurement qevice 

* Flowmeter 

* Pressure transducer 
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5.0 TEST PROCEDURE 

A tentative program is shown in table 2. 

6.0 TE&T METHOD 

The CWD-2000 is a windpump, which is tested to determine 

the aerodynamic characteristics of the rotor, the full-machine 

working performance as well as the aerodynamic loads of main 

parts. It is considered that it would be economical and con

venient if the test is divided into three steps. 

6.1 The test of the aerodynamiC characteristics of rotor 

This test needs measuring the rotor efficiency curve C =f(~). 
P 

drag curve C =f(1V and side force curve C =f(~) at a given P 
x z 

angle. 

The tower will be fixed in the turntable center of the test 

section and the box-type balance TH-I002 will be attached to 

the top of the upper prop with a linkplate. The rotor will be 

connected with a gear box increasing the rotational speed, 

matching the working rotational speed of the generator. The 

light-electric rotational speed disk will be installed between 

the generator and the gear box (see Fig 2). The variation in p 
is achieved by rotating the t~rntable. The forces and moments 

of the rotor will be measured by the balance and the rotational 

speed of the rotor is measured by the light-electric rotational 

speed disk and delivered into the computer via a convertor of 

f/v. 

The test wind speed for the rotor characteristics will be 

7m/s for the consideration of the test requirements and sa~y. 
~ 
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Table 2 

No. Name Measurement Test Run Remarks 

Va lueS Conditions number 

1 1 Rotor characteristic 

f X ,Y ,Z ,1'1 ,M , 
test o 0 0 xo yo VI =7m/s 

2 #2 totor performance 
M ,n,l,V ~·=O,15,30,45,60,75 

zo 
, -- - , 

repl2ated ~·'=0,30,45 
10 

test 

3 
Support system u's; X ,Y,Z M , 

o 0 0, xo 
1 

l 
4 . 

Tower loads test M ,M VI 7m/s 
yo zo 

1) 
~=O,15,]0,45,60,75,gO 2 

5 Tower & tail vane ~"=O_45,90 
fIxed vane 

loads 
repeated 

test 

6 Tower & rotor & tail X ,Y ,Z,M , VI =2,3,4,5,6,7 rotor free 
o 0 0 xo 

vane loads test My ,M ,~,r 1 rotation 
o zo 

j 
) 

7 Full model working 
Q, (3 , 

VI =3,4,5,6,7,8,10, 
r 

performance test 12,14,16 (m/s) 13 

repeated U1,=5, 7 ,10(m/s) 

8 Dynamic measurements t,f3,r,n VI 7,10,17 ) 

-



Rcno:~ i<OTATi.ONAL D~SK 
----

~ 

D. C-:IOTOR ~ --
BOX-TYPE 

BALANCE 
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~----
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/ ;> 

Fig.2. The Installing Schem~ of Windpump 

Characteristics Testing in W.T. 
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f t · HAil. cr" cer aln I'" . rh0 rotational 5peed lhange i~ realized by 

~d;u;[ing ~he motor load ~fter a stable wind speed is obtained. 

iach ttmr ~hc rotationd: speed change is made. usc logger notr 

down data every changed !whcn rotational speed jq steady). The 

measur~ment program is seen in Fig. 3. 

r--
I ::>1 SPLA -

- RCITATIOOAL SPEED 
F IV TRANSn~--u:.r r-

'TRAt'JSOOEER H CRT 
c.: 
w 
!- H x-v ::> 
~ ,..- l: 

P- c.: 0 
::<: w u 

I 

I 

::> '" M PL:NCHI ~ '" -Ci 0 ,..., 
:z. w -' -.. ~ W I 
:3 >- U V'l 

!- :z. ..., 
HPRltrrER I I « Ci 

x -' c « '---a:l a:l 

I DISPLAY J ---

Fig.3. The Measurement Scheme of the Rotor Characteristics Testing 

6.2 Load measurements for main parts 

In this test, the installation of the windpump in the wind 

tunnel is shown in Fig.I. The box-type balance TH1602A will be 

fixed between the tower base bf the wind pumper and tKe tunnel 

floor by linkplates and used for measuring the aerodynamic load~ 

of the tower, tower & vane and tower & rotor & vane. The· 

~ angle will be changed by the turntable. The maximum testing 

speed is 7m/s. 

b.3 Experiment for working performance of the full scale 

windeump 
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In this test, the real CWD-2000 windpump will be installed 

directly in the test section and a water tank will be installed 

in a hole on the ground. The capacity of carry water at differ

ent wind speed will be determined by a flowmeter. The rotation-

al speed of rotor will be measured by a speedmeter. THe 

deflection angle of the vane a~d the ~ angle of the wind rotor 

will be obtained by transducers. The vibration circumstance of 

the windpump will be monitored. The testing speed is 3~16m/s. 

6.4 Dynamic measuements 

In this test, the rotor is manually adjusted to face the 

coming flow and the wind facing device is released when the de

manded wind speed i~ reached, and~, i ' n, as well as t is 

m~asured simutaneously until the rotor gets trimmed. 

7.0 DATA REDUCTION 

7.1 Data processing for the rotor testing 

In the rotor test, the measured parameters include three 

forces and three moments, of which drag, side forces and torque 

of the turbine are the main loads. All the forces and moments 

must be engaged in coordinate transformation. 

Let x y z M M and M be the forces and moments 
0' 0' 0' xo, yo zo 

measured by the balance, 

x, y, z 3 forces in wind axis, 

Mx1 ' Myl ' Mzl 3 moments in the turbine structure axis 

(body axis), 

a, b, c the translational distances in coordinate axis 

x, y, z ( c =0 ) , 

, the angle around y axis 
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The formulations of forces and moments are as follows: 

X :: Xocos~ - Zosinf' 

Z Zocos~ + Xosin~ 

y '" y 
0 

Mxl M - Z b xo 0 

Myl M + Z a yo 0 

M z1 = M - Y a - X b zo 0 0 

The following values must be reduced: 

5' 1/30 n1G 

J\. == RJ'/ u 
3 mx1 

:: Mx1 /q1tjR 

3 
my! = My1 / q1Ci R 

3 m
z1 = Mz1 /q"lt'R 

C :: mx1 'f\.. p 

C X/q7CR2 
x 

C :: ZI q1'GR
2 

z 

C 
2 

Y 
Y 1 Q1t'R 

The following curves must be plotted: 

C = f( 1\) 
p 

c = f(l\.) 
x 

c ;: f('J'..) z 
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7.2 Data reduction for parts testin~ 

The forces and moments of the tower, tower & vane, tower & 

turbine & vane will be given in wind axis. The TH1602 balance 

will be installed at the centre of the tower base (reference 

point of moments). The formul~ions of forces and moments are 

as follows: 

x ::: Xocosp. - Zosinp 

y ::: Y 
0 

Z = Zocos~ + Xosin~ 

M M cos~ - M sin~ z zo x 

M ::: M cos~ + M s i n(A x xo zo 

M M 
Y yo 

The following curves must be made (the tower and tower & 

vane will be plotted respectively): 
/ - .. 

C f( ~) 11? ~It j-VVr- "" = X ' .~ Ptoot -------._, -~-
m ::: rep ) z 

C ::: f( ~ ) z 

The following Figures should be made for tower & vane &. 

turbine: 
, /-'v 

C = f(V ) "-
x C 

\ 
mZ 

::: f(V ) 
c 

C = f(V ) 
z c 
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7.3 Data reduction for the full-full-scale windpump testing 

The windpump power is determined by the capacity of carry 

water and lift per minute. The formulation is as follows: 

1 
p ::: QH 

60 

9.8 
::: QH 

60 

The following curves 

p '" f(V ) 
c 

r '" f (V ) 
C 

~::: f(V ) 
c 

n '" f (V ) 
c 

are 

(Ie .m/s) 
g 

(w) 

reqired: 

7.4 Data reduction for dynamic testing 

The following plots are needed for dynamic test: 

~= f(t) 

r ::: f(t) 

n ::: f(t) 

7.5 Wall blockage correction 

The blockage effect of the tunnel wall on test results 

should be considere. For this reason, pressures are measured 

in side wall of the test section where the rotor is located, 
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and the "Wall Pressure Signature Matrix" method will be used to 

correct the wind speed. 
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ANNEX 3 

Itenary 

August 1981 
Saturday 29.08.81 
12.00 Departure from Schiphol with CX 288. 

Stop over in Frankfurt (1 hour delay). 
2 hours of sleep. Met Daan Schram in the airplane. 
Seat in front of me. 

Sunday 30.08.81 
09.40 Arrival in HongKong. 

18.00 

20.20 

21.30 
Monday 
09.30 
10.00 
12.00 
13.00 

Attempt to check in on transfer flight CA 110 failed. 
My name was not in CAAC passenger list (see also experiences 
Paul Smulders). 
CAAC offers flight CA 104 HongKong-Beijing with stop over in 
Tianjim. Accepted this. 
Arrival in Beijing. 
Customs demand US $ 1000.- deposit for pressure transducers 
awaiting certificate of CWEDC. 
Did not accept this. Civen pressure transducers in deposit. 
Welcomed by mr. Shi Pengfei and mr. Long Che Shan. 
The latter will be my host in Beijing. Shi Pengfei will be 
abroad until September 20th. 
Shi Pengfei has presents for JooP van Meel. 
Arrival at Chang Chun Yuan Hotel. 

1.08.81 
Sleep out. Remarkably little trouble with jet lag. 
Sightseeing Beijing on foot. Hotel is near Beijing University 
Lunch with Long and driver at hotel 
To Beij ing airport for customs clearance of transducers. 
CWEDC has prepared certificate clearance O.K. Costs 3 Yuan 
(Paid by CWEDC) 

Afternoon Visi t of Emperial Palace (Forbidden City) and Tian Anmen 
square. Kites! Dinner at hotel. 

Septem 
Tuesda 
06.00 
10.00 

12.30 

H.OO 
17.00 
18.55 
21.30 

02.00 

r 1981 
01.09.81 

Wake up 
Climbed the great wall. Chinese people all to the same tower. 
Climbed to the top. 
Visit to BaDa Ling Wind power test station. 
Welcome by Mr. Yen Pao Chi (head of test station). Tomatoes 
from their own garden. 
Civen some presents (windmolen bouwplaat). 
Visi t to test field guided by mr. Mao Chaam Yun (chief 
engineer of test station). . . 
Lunch offered by test station very good! 
Visit to Ming Tombes. 
Dinner at the airport with mr. Long. Sent telex to DHV(?). 
Flight from Beijing to Chengdu. 
Arrival in Chengdu. welcomed by Mr. Feng Weidong (officer for 
foreign affairs of CARDC low speed institute. With car of 
institute to CARDC. 
Arrival at CARDC. welcomed by CARDC staff (among others) Sun 
Shao Pengo vice chief engineer of institute. Jiao An Chang. 
director of department for Science and Technology Liu. 
Dinner at 02.30 in the night. 



Wednesday 02.09.87 
09.30 Breakfast 
10.00 Welcome by Mr. Sun. Mr. Jiao, Mr. Cong (head of aerodynamic 

10.30 

11.30 
12.30 
13.30-15.00 
15.00-18.30 

research lab). 
Set up model coordinates and preparation, Mr. Congo 
Received "pretest report" 
Visit to 12 m x 16 m windtunnel. 
Lunch. 
Nap-time used for studying pretest report. 
Discussion of testing program:"Pretest report". 
I. Tests of aerodynamic tests of the rotor. 
II. Load measurements for main parts. 
I have explained difficulties with testing wind pumps in the 
field: hysteresis (2 hours). 
Given pressure transducers, have explained the working and 
told which buttons not to touch! Later it turned out that 
they thought we had only brought one. 

Thursday 03.09.87 

08.00 
09.00 

12.30 
13.30 
15.00 

18.30 

Telex aan DHV 
Breakfast 
Continuation of discussions on tests in Mr. Cong's office. 
- Performance test of full scale wind pump. 
- Dynamic measurements. 
These tests are obviously new to CARDC and therefore less 
extensively prepared than the rotor and tower test. 
Lunch. 
Nap. 
Preparation of the model. 
Have inspected rotor, all parts of CWO 2000, CWO 5000 rotor. 
Cups that I had brought with me put in water. 
Check of blade setting angles of CWO 2000 rotor and CWO 5000 
rotor. 
The blade-setting angles of CWO 2000 turn out to be wrong. 
There is a difference between the actual rotor and the 
drawings. 
Dinner. 
Evening preparation of tomorrow's lecture, walk outside 
centre into countryside. 

Friday 04.09.87 

08.00 
09.00 

11.00 
12.30 
13.30 
15.00 

Slept badly. today is my birthday. 
Breakfast. 
Continuation of preparation of model. 
Check of blade angle settings of CWO 5000 rotor model. 
Preparation of lecture. 
Lunch. 
Preparation of lecture. 
Lecture on 3 subjects: 
1. General introduction to CWO 2000 and CWO 5000. 
2. PrevIous windtunnel and laboratory tests by CWO. 
3. Field experiences. 

19.00 Birthday party! Big dinner with fireworks. 
11.00 End of dinner. 
Saturday 05.09.87 
08.00 Breakfast. 
09.00 Continuation of preparing models. 

12.30 

Check of blade setting angles shows CWO 5000 rotor was better 
made than CWO 2000 rotor. 
Helped installing; tower. head, bearings. 
Lunch. 



13.30 
15.00 
17.00 
a.o. 

Preparation of lecture. 
Lecture on Holland and TUE (general), showed video of TUE. 
Discussion with Mr. Cong and Mr. Jiao on several problems. 

1. Blade setting angle CWO 2000. 
2. Higher tip speed ratio of CWO 5000 rotor. 
ad 1) We think of adjusting the setting angle. 
ad 2) The generator used as load is not dimensioned for 

the high rotational speeds. 
Mr. Cong seems angry! 
I notice that rotor was not made by Ad but was spare. 
This means that we had probably more of these types of rotors 
in the field. 

??? Lunch. 
Sunday 06.09.87 
07.30 Breakfast. 
08.00 Weekend tour in Mianyang area. 

19.00 

- Former residence of Li Bai ancient Chinese poet. 
- Don Tuan Mountain Scenic Spot. 
In the morning beautiful trip through the rice fields. Very. 
very crowded! It is rice harvesting time. 
Bought some souvenirs. 
In the evening general discussions on "the situation in the 
world" and China's new big leap forward after the end of the 
cultural revolution. 

24.00 Arrival of Paul Smulders. welcome and dinner. 
Monday 07.09.87 
08.30 Bicycle tour in surroundings of institute. I take some 

10.00 

15.00 

17.30 
19.00 

pictures on the local market. Feng asks me whether they are 
for publication (butcher). 
Start of measuring program. 
Because of the limited power supply the windtunnel is only 
run between 10 am and 17 am. 
a) Shake down run = test run. All sensors are checked. 

b) 
c) 

Liu: "Everybody does what he has to do". Everything o.k. 
Measurements on CWO 2000 rotor. 
In the afternoon the CWO 5000 rotor model is substituted 
for the CWO 2000 rotor. 

d) First runs on CWO 5000 rotor model. 
Paul and I discuss state, of project. 
Dinner. 
After dinner walk in the countryside. visit to a farmer. 
We return quite late to the hotel. 

Tuesday 08.09.87 
08.30 Breakfast. 
10.00-13.30 Rotor tests on CWO 5000 ar.e continued; check on windtunnel 

Afternoon: 

17.30 

19.00 
21.00 

speed. Everything o.k. 
- Measurements on wall pressure image of CWO 5000 rotor model 

in order to estimate wall interference effects. 
- Tower interference measurements in order to estimate the 

influence of the CARDC measuring tower on test results. 
- CARDC tower is removed through a passage in the roof and 

replaced by CWO 2000 tower. 
End of measurements. 
After work Paul. Feng and I go out for a bicycle tour in the 
countrySide. Chinese people like to stare at "big noses". 
Dinner. 
Dance party at the institute. 10 people dance. the other 200 
people more remain audience. 



Wednesday 09.09.87 
10.00 Drag and pitching moment 

17.00 

19.00 
20.30 

22.30 

Measurements on CWO tower + head. 
Measurements on CWO tower + head + tail vane. 
Paul gets injured. 
Preparations for free yawing tests. 
1. Mounting of rotor on the rotor shaft. 
2. Mounting of ~ and 1 transducer; rps-transducer. Problems 

with ~ transducers are solved, but take much time. 
First run free yawing test: complete CWO 2000 on balance, 
rotor unloaded. 
Wires get entangled in crank mechanism. 
Crew decides to work until 18.30. 
Test succesful. Remark: rotor starts only at a wind speed 
higher than 3 mls. 
Dinner. 
Removal of balance under tower; tower fixed to tunnel floor. 
Preparation for full scale tests. 
Finished. 

Thursday 10.09.87 
08.30 Continue preparation of CWO 2000; pump installed, water 

10.00 

12.30-13.30 
13.30 

17.30 
19.00 
21.00 

circuit readied, etc. 
- Meeting on today' s test program: 

has to do". 
- Continue preparation. 
Lunch 

"everybody does what he 

- Performance measurements of CWO 2000 up to a wind speed 

V = 14 mls. Power consumption 3 MW. 
- Dynamic tests: 

1. for t=O: w=O, ~=O, V=8 mls 
2. for t=O: w=Wstat ; ~=O, V=7 mls 

~-transducer doesn't function properly test will be 
repeated on friday. 

Finished working. 
Dinner. 
Together with jiao, Liu and Feng Paul and I watched some 
video's on CARDe. 

Friday 
08.30 
10.00 

11.09.81 

11.00 

Repair of ~ transducer. 
Finishing dynamic tests. 

o Preparing measurement of CWO 2000 performance at ~=O (rotor 
perpendicular to the wind). 

12.30-13.30 Lunch. 
13.30-15.00 Performance tests on CWO 2000, starting and stopping tests 

15.00 
17.00 
18.00 
19.00 
21.00 

lifting height about 5 m. 
Lecture Paul on centrifugal pumps. 
Lecture Hans on safety systems. 
Informal discussions with several people. 
Dinner. 
Party: we offered a party to the people who took part in the 
tests to celebrate the success of the measurements. 
"Sinterklaasliedjes gezongen". 

Saturday 12.09.87 
Morning: Visit of CARDe low speed institute. 

- watertunnel 
- 3x4 m: model for 6x8 m windtunnel (closed circuit) 
- 1.4xl.4 m: mainly for aerodynamic research 
- 2D tunnel. 



Afternoon: No memories, no notes (Maybe studied measured data). 
Evening: Mr. Cong brings measuring data. 
Sunday 13.09.87 

19.00 

21.00 

- Weekend trip to Mianyang (ran over one day only) 
- silk factory 
- buying souvenirs. post cards 
- Paul buys watch ("Shanghai") 
- visit to "people's park" 
- visit to rice harvesting farmers 
- tea house. 
Dinner with people from CAAMS, installation crew, measuring 
crew. 
Discussions with Chen Liangkang ("Interviewing Paul), people 
from CAAMS. Wang Yingyin. 

Monday 
09.00 

14.09.87 

12.30-15.00 
13.30 

17.00 
19.00 
20.30-22.00 

CAAMS people leave. Details test week. 
Overview of test results: 
- rotor tests 
- tower tests 
- unloaded rotor, free yawing 
- performance test. 
The performance tests result in a rather low efficiency. 
probably caused by a bad pumping efficiency. 
Badminton game with He Dexin. 
Lunch. 
Continue discussions. 
- Paul explains behaviour of a piston pump. 
- Discussion on report format. 
Visit to CARDC high speed institute. 
Lunch. 
Tests on CWO 67 pump; measurements of significant dimensions; 
measurement of starting torque with and without water. 

Tuesday 
0900 

15.09.87 

12.30-15.00 
15.00-16.00 
16.00-17 .00 
17.00-18.00 
18.00-19.00 

- Continued discussions on test results. 
- Results of yesterday's measurements. 
Lunch. 
More tests on parts of the pump. 
Discussion on balance Wang Ying Yin. 
Discussion on blockage correction method Jiang Cuiqing. 
Discussion on contents Qf test report. agreement on writing 
of publications. 

19.00 Farewell banquet. 
22.00-01.30 Discussions on future cooperatIon. 
Wednesday 16.09.87 
08.00 . Departure for Chengdu 
12.00 Arrival in Chengdu ••.•. hotel 
13.30-18.00 Excursion to Qing waterworks 
19.00 Dinner. 
21.00 Paul and I go for a snooker game. 
Thursday 17.09.87 
07.00 Departure 

19.00 
20.00 
21.00 

- Leshan: Big Buddha 
- Ermei Shan 
Return in hotel; dinner. 
Coffee with 5 dutch girls. 
Discussions He. Jiao, Paul, Hans on future cooperation. 
Discussion of letter of intend prepared by CARDC. 
We propose some alterations. 

23.30-02.00 Paul and I change letter of intend according to proposed 
al terations. 



Friday 18.09.87 
- Packing 
- Finishing negotations of letter of intend. 

Visit to Chengdu 200: Panda. 
13.00-14.00 Lunch in restaurant Rong Le Yan: excellent. 
14.00 Departure for Chengdu airport. 
17.30-19.30 Flight to Beijing. 
21.00 Xiang Yun Lon hotel. 
Saturday 19.09.87 
09.00-12.00 Problems with Paul's flight reservation (CAAC) to Hong Kong. 

Wi th strong persuation and the help of a mighty manager we 
finally succeeded to get Paul's ticket. I got my ticket for 
the 23rd. Cathay Pacific turns out to be excellent. 

13.00 - Lunch at CAAMS. 
- Discussions with Feng. Wei, Shen, Gao. 
- Excursion to windtunnel. 
- Excursion to Asian hand pump testing centre. 

19.00 Dinner in restaurant in Beijing with Lu. Chen, Long of CWEDC. 
Shen and Gao of CAAMS Lan and Liu of State Science and 
Technology Committee. 

20.30 Visit to theatre. PLA: singing and dancing. 
Sunday 20.09.87 
11.00 Accompanied Paul to Beijing airport. 
14.00 Lunch at airport 
15.00-18.00 Reporting 
19.00-20.00 Dinner at hotel. 
20.00-22.00 Reporting. 
Monday 21.09.87 
09.00 Reporting 
10.00 Sightseeing. 

Send telex at Beijing hotel. telephone call to embassy. 
14.00 Back to hotel. 
16.00 Visit to dutch embassy, discussions with Mr. Karsten. 
19.00 DInner in local restaurant. 
Tuesday 22.09.87 
Morning: Moved to Hebel hotel for last night. 
Afternoon: Sightseeing: temple of heaven (beautiful) old part of 

Beijing. 
Evening: Reporting. 
Wednesday 23.09.87 
06.00 Long brings me to airport. 
08.40 Departure for Hongkong. 



A SUNJtlhRY ON THE COOPERATIVE R.r;SEARCH PROJECT 
BETWEEN Ci'lEDC/CARDC AND C\~D/TUE 

- CjI,'D-2000 WATERPilllPING WINDlHLL AND CWD-5000 ROTOR ;':O::,}:~;1 

PERFORNANCE TESTS IN CARDe LARGE LOW SPEED iiIND TUNNEL 
AND A PRBLliHNARY PROPOSAL FOR FUTURE COOPERATION. 

1, Under the agreement between Chinese Wind Energy 
Development Centre (CWEDC) and Consultancy Services Wind 
Energy Developin~ Countries, the Netherlands (CWD), which was 
discussed in 1986, two gentlemen from the Technical university 
Eindhoven (TUE) , Mr.P.T.Smulders and Mr.J.W.Cleijne, paid 
working visi~ to The Low Speed Aerodynamic Institute of 
China Aerodynamic Research and Development Center (OARDe) 
during 1. - 16 September 1987. 

2, The primar7 activities of Mr.Smulders and Mr.Cleijne 
in CARDC: 

2.1, With the cooperative efforts of CARDC study group 
headed by Mr. Chong Xianzhi, completec the performance, tests 
with CtlD-2000 waterpumping windmill and CWD-5000t,ctor model 
in the Low Speed Wind Tunnel of CARDC, defined the contenta 
of test rep?rt which will be co-written with CARDC making the 
draftreport and discussed the results obtained during the tests. 
Both sides are satisfied with present cooperative research 
project. 

They agreed to make (probably) .three'co-written 
publications for a journal or conference.' The drafts will be 
prepared by CwD on the basis of the te~t report. 

2.2, Visited the primary low speed aerodynamic facilities 
in the Low Speed Aerodynamic Institute, CARDC and some tr~nsonic
supersonic wind tunnels of CARDC. 



2.3, Technical exchanges with Specialists of CARDC: 
-A lecture by Hr. Smulders, "A Centrifugal Pump 

a Windrotor.1I Matched with 
-A lecture by 

CWD 2000 and 
Xr. Clejine, "General Introduction to 

-I' 

CWD 5000 and Previous Experience with 
Field and Laboratory Tests." 

-A lecture by Nr. Clejine, "On Design of the Safety 
System of CW'D-5000 Windmill." and presentation of a 
film. 

-A lecture by ~tt. Cleijne and a film on Holland and 
the Technical University Eindhoven. 

-An introduction by Mr. Jiang Guiging," rrhp. wall 
Pressure Signature Method for Wall Inter~erence 
Correction." 

---An introduction by Mr.Wang Jinying, "The ~ox-~ype 
Strain Ga,!:lge Balance.''' I 

, 
Both sides discussed above 

related reports as well. 
subjects, and exc~~nged 

2.4, Discussed·the future possible cooperation on ~e 
wind pump research project be ween CWEDC/CARDC and C~D/TUE 

Participants from CWEDC/CARDC: 
Mr.He Dexin, Vice President of CWEDC, 

Research ProfessorJDirector General of the 
Low speed Aerodynamic Institute, CARDC. 

Mr.Jiao Anchang, Senior E~ineer; Director of ~e 
Department of Science and Technology, 
The Low Speed Aerodynamic Insti~ute, 
CAROO-

Participants from CwD/TUE: 
Mr.P.T.Smulders, Professor of the Technical University 

~indhoven, leader of CwD group at Eindhoven. 
Mr.J.W.Cleyne t Engineer of the Technical University Eindhoven 

'Working ·wi thin l C'WD-contract. 
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3. :~:rou~t discussions, both sides identif~e~ the following 

:~c.::;sitlE- are:~5 in wI~icL cooperation tet:,';€:en C·:;==(:/:::/;....~:::C 

<~:--.-l ::;:,'::;/::..:::: ir. wind P'.....!:,:;: research can be continued in the 

~ \ 
c.;. 

I Le:roc;)T..L:.l:.ic ,t:er:orrr.ance of 51 o v,' running rotors; 

t) 1:esicn 0:': rrofiles and profile testing; 

c) :t=e:--'fo:-rr;,::mce test of a three bla.ded wine. generator 

('1i1']a) of C',';D, C'.';D will be included in the cooperation • 
.:rr · .... ind pumPf:> (C';;:SJC/C'ID) 

a) An~l]sis cf system performance; 

t) ?iel~ testing; 

c) ~[.':ety and control systems. 

JII Cou:'se by C',';:; on wind energ:j' for wa terpu.ttpine (CV;S:X::/CWD)' 

4. The future possible cooperative projects. 

4.1 Iarti~s intend to continue the cooperation in 1989-1989 on 

tte follo .... :in~ i ter:.s: la, Ic; IIa, lIb; and III. 

a) Ia c.r.d Ic 

In 193 S C·, .... ::::X::/C.A...1DC will send one engineer to the Nether

le:.nds for a t'l,'O to three months period to work in the field 

of s~ow rur.u:ing rotor performance ca2.culations. In the 

s:':-.:.;-.e year TJ3 (or po.::sibly cwn) will send a specif'.list for 

ene or t"::e :months to join perfc..rmance testing of slow running 

rotors and the t~~ee bladed ~ind generator at CARTIC. 

:r) lIa and lIb 

c) 

In 1938 C' .... 3:i)C/C;.3JC Vlill send one engineer for two .or three 

mor.. tts to the r~etherlands to take }:&.rt in system performance 

studies and field testinB. C~'~D wil~ send a specialist to 

cor.sul t C ..... ,'.ED-:: on the plDrJling of a r.ew field test station 

for wuter pu=.ping wind mills. He will also be involved in 

syste;n perfor:::nance studies. 

I~-..:.. ... 
:".~·D ".:ill ser:d one or n:ore specialists to give a course on 

wind enere;:r for w&.. ter pUlnping for chinese engineers and 
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J . M. Upperman. 
Krachten en momenten op een scheer aangestroomde windrotor in vr ij loop 
(1983). 

IPW-folder 

Holland & Wind Energy 

PEO: NOW 

2e jaarsproject: Metingen aan een model van een kantelbare vaan In een 
windtunnel. 

E.H. Lysen. 
Introduction to Wind Energy. 

A. Kragten. 
Design Report of CWO 2000 waterpumping windmill. 1984. 



AnNEX 6 REPORTS. ARTIa.F.S LEfT BEHIND IN anNA 

J.J.E.A. van Meel. P.T. Smulders, H. Oldenkamp, A.L.J.M. v.d. Nat. 
E.H. Lysen 
Field testing of water pumping windmills by CWO, BWEA '86. 

P.T. Smulders, A. Kragten, W. de Vaan, A. Logtenberg. C. de Leede 
Innovative control and safety ystems for water pumpers, EWEC '84. 

P.T. Smulders, A. Logtenberg, 
Control and safety systems for wind pumpers in particular the hinged side 
vane, ICSWEA '85. 

H. Cleijne, P.T. Smulders. F. Verheij, H. Oldenkamp. 
Pump research by CWO: the influence of starting torque of single acting 
piston pumps on water pumping windmills. EWEC '86. 

J.J.E.A. van Meel, P.T. Smulders, 
Some results from CWO's test fields: Are the lEA Recommendations sufficient 
for windmills driving piston pumps, Wind Engineering, Vol. II 2. 1981. 

H. Cleijne. P.T. Smulders, 
Valve motion in piston pumps for water pumping windmills. BHRA. Pos 
displacement pumps '86. 

P.T. Smulders, 
Wind pumps for low velocity wind regimes: internal, design and experimental 
results. 

H. Oldenkamp. N. Pieterse, 
Field measurements on the CWO 2000. 85.03.10 - 85.08.10. 

N. Smits. 
Het dynamische gedrag van windmolens met een kantelbare zijvaan (1986). 

M. Schumack. 
Results of windtunnel tests on the scale model of the THE 1/2 rotor (1919). 

R. Kuster$. 
Aerodynamische karakteristieken van vierkante vlakke platen. 

A. Kragten. 
The hinged side vane as a safety mechanism for windmills (1982). 

P. van Oers. 
Description of windtunnel measurements hi,nged side vane CWO 2000, 
CWO 5001 (1984). 

A.R. Log tenberg, 
Forces and torques on rotor; oblique flow A-2, 1983. 

A.R. Logtenberg. M. Rutten, 
Invloed van rotordemping op het dynamisch gedrag van waterpompende 
windmolens. 1985. 

A.R. Logtenberg. 
On passive safety and control mechanisms for waterpumping windmills. 1986. 
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4.~' -yo IS29, cctrl sid:..-s V,'l __ disc1;.SS ttE: above results cz:d cc-

..!. J '::::.s.2:-. P:....yt:l will beer its 0'1m mer::.bers' international travel 

ex.::enses, bu"c tr:ei~' c2ilJ liviI:5 quarters, food and local 

tY'E:..nspoY"ce tier: while at the r...os t p~rtJ shr .. ll be provided by 

tLe hest p8.rt;y. Iloth sides considered t1:8. tit is r .. ecessary 

to search funds for· the future cooperative projects fro~ 

~o=e sources in a co~on effoyt. 

5. :Au'ing stc.y in :;;.-==:.:x::, r.:r.Smulders and .t:r.Cleijne were strong

I;:; ir: .. teYSsted in c; .. :r.:::c box-type strain gage balances , In 

v:'ev; c·f the clese friendsr.i::p which has been buil t, the iow 

:::;eed Aerodync..::.ic Insti tute, CARDC is willing to provide C'ND/ 

:::-:.-: i:.s b8.1ances in preferential prices" The contract will 

be signed after further consultation. 

6. ,C~,',~:X re~tJ.ests the Technical, University Eindhoven to consider 

tr.e I-cssibili ty of recieving graduate students in the field 

of wind energy (including puwps) , sent by C'.':ZDC , possibly o:ci 

ar: excr...ange basis. 

7. Bott sides expressed strong wishes to continu.e the technical 

exch~~0es and cooperations in the field of Wind energy deve

.... q:::;:;en t in the future; they will con tinue to exchange reports 

c:. ;':ind energy. 

:?or the Low Speed Aerodynamic 

I:l:;ti tute of CAi\X, 

Signature: 

tJi!i;!i"-
:.r:.. te: 

118J. 9· (8· 
::::~:erl:sdu, ~ichu~U1, C}:;.ins. 
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. For C'.'iD 

For the Eindhoven University 

of Technology, Signature: 

p-r~~ 

'~t.5/'v1 U L ~S J 

Da te J [) . 0; -~S; J 



ANNEX 5 ORCANISATICJt SQIEJE lOf SPEED AEROOYIWlIC R.ESEAROI INSTlTIJTE 
CMRDC 

DIRECTOR 
(He Oexin 

I I 
Science & Technology Dept. Commission of Science 

& Technology 
(Jiao An Chang) (Sun Shao Peng) 

r I 
I I I I 

8mx6m 4mx3m testing industrial 
low speed low speed technique aerodynamics 
windtunnel windtunnel research research 
laboratory laboratory laboratory laboratory 

information manufacturing administrative 
service workshop department 
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